PINK RIBBON BLOCK
Finished Size: Approx. 9"
The following cuts will produce one block. One
sampler will make approx. 10 blocks.
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2

4- Sew the units from
step 3 into a block.
Press.

4

108636 Flower, Watermelon
FQ
Ribbon One 1" x 24" bias strip (if using
1/4" wide bias bars) otherwise make
appliques of the ribbon shape.
108633 Bias Plaid, Cotton Candy
FQ
A
One 2-3/4" square

5

108632 Stars, Bubble Gum
A
Four 2-3/4" squares

FQ

108634 Quilt Stripe, Cotton Candy
A
One 2-3/4" square

FQ

6
7

108631 Essential Dot, Cotton Candy
B
Two 2-3/4" x 5"

FQ

8

108637 Confetti, Watermelon
A
Two 2-3/4" squares

FQ

3

5- Make the bias
strips following the
instructions below
or make appliques
using your favorite
technique.

108638 Speckles, Watermelon
FQ
Ribbon One 1" x 21" bias strip (if using
1/4" wide bias bars) otherwise make
appliques of the ribbon shape.
108635 Love, Cotton Candy
FQ
B
Two 2-3/4" x 5"

DIRECTIONS

A6

1- Sew two A8 and single A4 and
A6 squares into a four patch.
Press the seam allowances in
the direction indicated by the
arrows.
2- Sew an A5 to
each short end
of the B7 strips.
Press.
3- Sew a B2 to the
top and bottom
of the four
patch. Press.

A5

A8
+

A8

A4

B2

6- Applique a pink ribbon in
each corner of the block. Be
sure there is approx. 1/2"
from the top of the ribbon
and the corner of the block.

BIAS BAR INSTRUCTIONS

RIBBON
ACTUAL
SIZE

A- Fold bias in half lengthwise,
wrong sides together. Sew
using 1/8" seam allowance.
B- Insert a 1/4" bias bar and
press. Roll the bias strip so
the seam allowance in on
one flat side of the bar.
Press. Cut each strip into two 12" lengths.

C- Place one bias strip on top of the ribbon shape
shown here. Pin or tack with a dab of water soluble
glue at the crossing point.
D- Applique to corner of block. Be sure to turn the raw
edges at each ribbon's end under or use a stilleto and
turn inside of the bias strip. Repeat for remaining
three ribbons.

B7

A5

B2

Make 2

Make 1

This block works well set with solid alternate blocks
or separated by sashing.

NOTE: Please read the entire pattern carefully. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this
pattern. Use a 1/4" seam allowance unless otherwise stated. Created by Debbie Beaves for Connecting
Threads ® © Copyright Connecting Threads ®. All rights reserved. For private, non-commercial use only.
Please see our Web site for terms of use.
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